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THE ASTRA KITCHENS SHOWROOM

IS THE LABORATORY OF IDEAS:

A JOURNEY FROM CONCEPT TO RESULT.

WORKING WITH IDEAS IS A GREAT PRIVILEGE.

EVERY DAY ALLOWS YOU TO INVENT NEW WORLDS,

EXPLORING EVER-CHANGING REALITIES

TO PLAN THE FUTURE TOGETHER.

THE ASTRA CUCINE SHOWROOM IS TO ALL INTENTS 

AND PURPOSES A “LABORATORY OF IDEAS” 

AT YOUR DISPOSAL, WHERE CUES,

INTUITIONS AND PROPOSALS ARE SKILFULLY MIXED

TO FIND THE PERFECT ALCHEMY.
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KITCHEN 1
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Column fronts in black Krekrelle 
lacquer and base units in dark 
stone lacquer. The worktop is in 
Laminated HPL black stone with an 
integrated sink.
REVEGO mechanisms open up new 
perspectives for the multifunctional 
use of space. With fully integrated 
technology, this sliding pocket 
door system allows you to enter 
living spaces to exploit them and 
then hide them again. The kitchen 
work area is easily accessible and 
to close it, it is enough a quick 
pressure on the door to elegantly 
conceal the entire area.
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With a simple move, the pull-out 
drawer or deep basket shows its 
contents and allows you to reach 
everything easily. Minimal opening 
forces and a smooth sliding of the 
levitation run increase the comfort 
of BLUM opening systems, ensuring 
a marked stability and more 
noiselessness.

To organize the internal space of 
the kitchen modules, you can use 
pull-out drawers and deep drawers, 
which guarantee comfort and 
concreteness, equipping the tall units 
with accessories aimed at taking full 
advantage of the available spaces.

Thanks to the TIP-ON movement 
technology, you can open the doors 
with a light touch and slide them 
completely into the pocket. 
To close, it is enough a quick 
pressure on the door and it will 
be extracted from the pocket and 
elegantly hide the entire area.

A true “world” of functionality is 
hidden in the tall units equipped and 
made with recessed doors, to leave 
the internal space totally open when 
required for use. They are conceived 
as work areas complete with 
extractable accessories and they can 
contain household appliances such 
as ovens and wine coolers. 
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The use of large drawers to equip the base units is the best ally 
for organizing space in the kitchen. They are functional, silent and 
sliding with full extension runners for comfortable opening and slow 
and soft closing, perfectly cushioned. Compared to the base units 
with doors, they allow an overall view from above and increase the 
space where you can easily access. They bear considerable loads 
and in addition to the internal LED lighting, it is possible to configure 
them with multiple sets of equipment in various materials.
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The surface scratching on the edges and on the external side traces precise 
lines as if it were real leather: this is the KREKRELLE, the peculiar finish of the tall 
units outcoming of an artisanal process which involves a cycle of polyurethane, 
ceramic and acrylic lacquering with a result of uniformity and homogeneity on 
the global surface aesthetically appealing.
A water-based lacquering cycle with blends of 3 different and skilfully dosed 
natural components allows you to obtain the distinctive STONE effect of the 
island fronts. The distribution of the speckles over the entire surface is artisanal 
and not homogeneous; this is the advantage of a unique product skilfully crafted 
by expert hands.
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LIVING 1
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The pantries in the Living area offer 
functional solutions that become 
design elements with slender lines 
and compact volumes; an evolved 
environment oriented towards new 
and wider possibilities of use. 
In this particular solution with 
projecting doors, we used Comodoro 
green fenix combined with Canaletto 
walnut in Brianza finish.
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KITCHEN 2
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Fronts in blackboard metal striped lacquer and Botticino laminated HPL 
worktop with integrated sinks.
The paraffin-coated polyester painting of the STRIPED METAL finish, 
a timeless must in furnishings, gives an unmistakable sheen to the 
surface and gives it a depth and fullness that are like no other. 
The deep satin finish is obtained through an artisanal process based 
on abrasive papers, which allow for a consistent engraving of the 
support surface which is subsequently pigmented in the various shades.
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Storage “changes gears” and accelerates towards an idea of more 
usable space where the new tall units become caskets that magically 
reveal built-in appliances. ASTRA Cucine proposes a further 
mechanism of retractable doors in the tall units. This technology 
allows you to get an optimal cushioned movement of the fronts which 
retract in a fluid, perfectly balanced and noiseless way, regardless of 
the force given to the door during the retracting phase.
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The MODULAR open pantries are 
a line of accessories designed to 
increase the functionality of the 
kitchen work area, through elements 
in co-extruded aluminium with a 
burnished finish. Composed of thin 
sides only 6 mm thick, they are 
equipped with easily removable and 
repositionable accessories and are to 
all intents and purposes a functional 
alternative to normal shelves, 
allowing you to have everything in 
order and close at hand.
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The matt silk grey Legrabox drawer by Blum expresses the most 
advanced progress in terms of functionality. Linear, sober and 
essential, it has straight internal and external sides, with a surprisingly 
thin thickness of only 12.8 mm, which integrate harmoniously into 
the container unit. It marks a turning point in terms of both technique 
and design. Even the wide and heavy pot-and-pan drawers have an 
almost suspended smoothness sliding thanks to a high dynamic load 
capacity of 40 and 70 kg.
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LIVING 2
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In today’s homes, the kitchen and living room are environments that often 
communicate with each other and reflect the habits and events of everyday life. 
When born in the same design context, the furniture in the living area coordinates 
perfectly in shapes, materials and colors of those in the kitchen, creating an 
environment in which relax and conviviality are at the center of attention and 
where spaces are exploited optimally.
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Working from home is a growing phenomenon in Italy and as for the 
traditional office, the choice of the proper desk, seat, bookcase, the best 
lighting and the area to be used as an office are essential elements, 
which at the same time they must marry with the design of the house, 
trying to combine with the necessary and indispensable practicality.
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KITCHEN 3
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Column fronts and wall units in met stainless steel laminate and base units in 
noir oak laminate. The worktop is in empire black laminated HPL and hold the 
cooking and washing units of the Mizu Kasai line by Barazza.
The most advanced design becomes the spokesperson for new aesthetic 
and functional needs: the sinks in the Mizu Kasai collection stand out for 
their quality and innovation. The Kasai hobs coordinate perfectly with the 
sinks, maintaining their size and perimeter frame in steel and facilitating a 
harmonious overall composition.
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HC.08, a perfect symbiosis between 
functionality, extreme cleanliness 
and descriptive simplicity, owes its 
elegance to the possibility of having 
the tall units doors straight to the 
floor that streamline the whole of it. 
Their levelling capacity is 
guaranteed by the adjustable 
internal supporting feet.

The 75 cm wide fronts of the kitchen 
are the subject of this compositional 
solution. Comfortable and practical, 
an open element for detergents 
fits alongside the dishwasher in 
the 75 cm wide module and the 
stability of the front when opening is 
guaranteed by a tensioning element 
positioned inside the open unit.

Highly resistant to heat, scratches 
and abrasion, it is among the 
materials chosen to be used as a 
kitchen worktop. In this solution it 
was also preferred to customize 
the aesthetics of the front of the 
furnishing hood.

HPL laminate is a material obtained 
through a high pressure and 
temperature process with the use of 
thermosetting resins (High Pressure 
Laminate); it is non-porous and 
has been created to eliminate the 
damage caused by water, steam and 
oil infiltration.
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KITCHEN 4
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Column fronts in walnut carving laminate with a ribbed effect and base units in 
black laminate. The worktop is in HPL moiet laminate with a unicolor edge.
The innovative Open Suite wall hood gives character to the environment through 
a modular and customizable structure, with a unique and recognizable style. 
Starting from basic configurations, it is possible to create your own composition 
by adding suction modules, luminous panels and a wide choice of shelves: glass 
(clear or smoked), metal, wire mesh or panels in the finish of the kitchen fronts.
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HPL laminate with Unicolor edge is a practical, hygienic, waterproof and scratch 
resistant material. Perfect in the kitchen because it combines practicality and 
aesthetics, it is available in a wide range of colors and finishes with faithful 
reproductions of stones and marbles. On request, it is also preferred for use as 
a table top in different thicknesses and always in combination with the various 
metal bases available in the range.

To guarantee order and have everything at hand, the kitchen pantry columns 
are integrated with a series of pull-out trolleys, a much more practical and 
sophisticated solution than simple fixed shelves. With the pull-out trolleys we 
manage to obtain 3 important functional pluses: the pantry space is optimized 
down to the centimetre, everything is close at hand and we don’t risk forgetting 
some supplies at the bottom of the container unit.
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KITCHEN 5
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Column fronts and wall units in lead met laminate; base units in piasentina stone 
laminate. The worktop is in piasentina stone laminate, to create a monochromatic 
monolith with a strong aesthetic impact with the fronts of the base units.
The folding work of the noir oak snack counter fixed above the worktop gives 
lightness to the kitchen peninsula, where it is possible to sit informally on the stool 
to have a meal or breakfast without setting the table, like at the bar.
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Choosing where to place the oven in the kitchen can pose some doubts. 
Usually the best position can be evaluated based on that of other functions, 
minimizing the obstacles to movement between the cooking area, the washing 
area and the appliances dedicated to storing food. The use of the suspended 
oven column jutting out from the worktop, adjacent to the cooking area, 
responds to all of this in the most comfortable and ergonomic way.
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KITCHEN 6
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In recent years, the kitchen is no 
longer intended exclusively for 
preparing and eating meals, 
but has become a “support” 
area for various daily activities: 
from having breakfast in the 
morning to working remotely in 
complete comfort. To create a truly 
functional kitchen space, the choice 
of worktops and cooking and 
washing areas is crucial. 
In response to these needs, 
ASTRA Cucine offers practical 
solutions without compromising the 
aesthetic component.

Column fronts and base units in 
burnished met laminate; wall units in 
carved oak laminate with a ribbed 
effect. The worktop is in quiber HPL 
laminate with a unicolor edge.
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Thanks to the choice of peculiar LED lighting solutions, even the modules with 
glass doors become suggestive luminous elements. From an aesthetic point of 
view, the choice of furniture with a glass door is placed in a context in which 
greater value is given to the decorative and scenographic aspect and for this 
reason it becomes important that the entire container compartment, 
including the back panel, can be customized in various finishes.
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KITCHEN 7
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Column fronts in veneered heat-treated oak with marble processing. Work island 
in organic glass in matt mud finish. Worktop in AISI 304 Barazza Fuoriserie steel, 
only 4 mm thick.

The ceiling/floor bookcase is made up of a 20x20 mm metal extrusion in a Metal 
Grey finish and is available in various heights. Prepared for ceiling fixing with 
floor adjustment, it supports shelves of different thicknesses, fixed to the relative 
crosspieces. In this compositional solution it is used as a partition, to solve all the 
needs of visual and functional separation of the rooms.
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Available in various sizes, Telayo glass units are characterized by a metal frame 
in a Metal Grey finish with a built-in handle grip on the side. They contain a 
bronzed smoked glass and are equipped with special and high-performance 
hinges that are concealed in the door profile. The first benefit of this type of hinge 
is immediately evident: it is about “hiding to show”. In fact, being invisible from 
the outside, they do not affect the aesthetics and design of the furniture. 
The glass shelves give further lightness and elegance to the proposal, allowing 
the internal light to radiate unimpeded throughout the entire compartment.
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All-round grip recess end panel 
develops and finds expression 
in the divided side, which 
maintains the linearity of the 
grooves and the aesthetic 
continuity of the kitchen fronts.
The equipped channel is created 
to complete the efficiency and 
practicality of the worktop, 
providing a place for everything 
and optimizing body movement 
near the washing and cooking 
area. The equipped areas 
therefore have dish and glass 
racks, bottle racks and chopping 
boards, freeing up useful space 
on the worktop.
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The range of custom-made products is the maximum expression of Barazza’s 
potential, which is able to give matter infinite forms by creating a single steel top 
that provides all the functions in a space of pure design. 
They are “tailored” solutions customised according to needs and include different 
finishes. 
In this proposal, the Vintage aesthetic has been selected in line with industrial 
trends, in the solid top in AISI 304 stainless steel only 4 mm thick.
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ASTRA Cucine has completely renovated the company showroom dedicated to 
retailers and invites you to get to know it closely. 
The new exhibition area is developed in two parts:
the kitchens on display that represent the best of the ASTRA Cucine proposal,
the MATERIAL LIBRARY dedicated to the many new finishes and equipped to 
facilitate and make comfortable the explanation of the innovative technical 
solutions adopted in the proposals.
We await you by appointment at the Showroom in via Seneca 4 in Villotta di 
Chions (PN) Italy
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Astra Cucine srl
Via Quattro Strade, 38

30020 Annone Veneto (VE)
Tel. +39 0422 769431

www.astra.it
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